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Introduction
The working group on FEL theory dedicated t u t of Its discussions to

topics relevant to the high gain regime in a free electron laser. In addition
the area of interst was mainly restricted to FELs for the production of XUV
radiation (< 1000 A ) . A list of the topics that were felt to be relevant is:
1) characterization of the FEL high gain regime;
2)

the amplified spontaneous emission node of operation (ASE);

3) superradlance in FELs;
4) diffraction effects for high gain FELs;
5) noise and start-up;
6}

coherence properties of the radiation for the ASE and suj|rradiant
FELs.

Other important problems, like for Instance quantum effects for short
wavelength FELs, had been considered in the Brookhaven Workshop on Free
Electron Generation of XUV Coherent Radiation; a summary of the discussions
held at that meeting can be found in reference 1.
Because of the limited time available it was not possible to discuss and
reach a consensus on all of these problems.

For some of them, in particular

for topics 5 and 6, it was only possible to conclude that more work is
needed.

On topics 1 to 4 truch work has been done during the last year or two

and new results are reported in papers appearing in tfcase proceedings2
and will be swmarized here*
j
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2. High gain regime
The energy transfer between the election beam and the radiation In an
PEL can be enhanced by a collective Instability producing an exponential
growth of the radiation. When this Instability becomes Important the FEL Is
said to operate In the High Gain Regime, the existence of this regie* is
very Important for the FEL operation In the XDV region where we do not have
optical components with sufficiently high reflectivity and small absorption.
The FSL performance can be characterized by one parameter * p:
p « {KC /«wo)2/3
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where the plasma and undulator frequencies are
%

" (4*r e e 2 n o /Y 3 ) 1 / 2

(2)

uo - 2irc/Ao .

(3)

The quantities introduced in (1), (2), O ) are; the classical electron radius
r e ; the light velocity c; the electron beam density n o ; the electron
energy, Y, in unit of rest mass ac 2 ; the undulator period, A o , magnetic
field, B o , and parameter K » eBoAo/2*ac . We will also use the
radiation wavelength, A, related to the electron resonant: energy, T R by
A - \ [l + K2)/2ir2 .
O

K

Using the parameter rho, and assuming zero detuning, i.e. T • T R the gain
per unit undulator period is given by
Gn

3

P
Equation (A) is valid as long as the condition that the electron boam
relative energy spread, og, be less than ,p Is satisfied.
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The. evolution of Che radiation field amplitude. A, or of the electron
beat bunching, is described by an exponential If the system starts froa a
snail Initial field or an equivalent noise level:

A - A o explyJ

(5)

where N^ is the ninber of undulator periods. The high gain reglae is
defined by the condition
CpNv > 1 .

C6)

The exponential growth slows down and saturates when the electrons are
trapped in the potential well formed by the radiation. This condition can be
approximately extinated by requiring that the electron oscillation period In
the vave potential well be of the order of the exponential growth rate. This
gives for the wave electric field amplitude a v&lue
2

(7)

Using (7) we can calculate the radiation field peak power, P^, at
saturation, obtaining the simple result that ?i is simply p tines the
electron beam peak power, Pg • ac Yip, where I p Is the electron peak
current:
P L - PP B *

(8)

Hence, p measures also tne efficiency of energy transfer from the electron
bean to the radiation field.

Notice also that at saturation the radiation

power, given by (8), is proportional to N

4/3

,N

being the nunber of

electrons.
3. The Amplified Spontaneous Emission aode of operation of a FEL
If we let one electron traverse an undul^tor. It will produce
spontaneous undulator radiation. What happens when we consider an electron
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beam with Hg particles In It?

In doing the sua of the field amplitudes, we

vast attribute to each electron a phase factor exp(l ? o ) , *o being the
Initial phase of the electron relative to the wave. To determine the
distribution of the phases we aust study the electron longitudinal density
distribution on the scale of the radiation wavelength. For a bcaa with a
unlforr longitudinal density distribution, the stat over the initial phase
factors would give zero, and no radiation would be observed. A random
distribution of the phases, like is observed in a real beat, gives an
Intensity proportional to the nuaber of electrons, N e .
In doing this calculation one assumes that the bean Intensity is small
and that as a conseauence also the Intensity of the radiation Is small so
that the radiation field does not influence in any significant way the
particle dynamics. If we let the beam Intensity grow, or, alternatively we
consider a very long undulator, this condition is violated and we oust study
the evolution of the systen, starting fron noise, including the action of the
radiation field on the particle notion. This leads to amplification of the
radiation, and to the Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE), node of operation
in which P L " N e */3, lhe study of the ASE has bean done in ref. 6,7,
8.

To be in this aode one aust clearly satisfy the condition (6) for high

gain.

Furthermore to reach saturation in this mode one needs a value of the

exponential gain factor, Gp^w* °£ tne

or

der of 10, if the beam has an

energy spread smaller than p.
The aain advantage of operating an FEL In the ASE aode, as compared to
an FEL oscillator using an optical cavityt Is that one does not need any
optical elements. This advantage is Important at short wavelength, where

good mirrors are not available.

Conptred to a TQK the ASE can provide a such

higher efficiency of energy transfer from the electron! to the radiation.
The disadvantage of the ASE it that It requires a large value of the gain,
GpNy • 10, while for an otcillator it it sufficient to have a gain on the
order of one and for TOK lest than one.
4.

Superradiance in FEL«
As we discussed in the previous sections the aaximun laser power

obtainable in an FEL 5s limited by saturation effects and is proportional to
N

3/4

.

This is correct under the condition that the undulator has constant

period and naffnetlc field and that slippage effects are negligible.
a

Tapering of the undulator

is a way to remove this limitation.

Another

possibility has been discussed at this meeting by Borlfado and Casagrande .
They study the ASE when the electron bunch is shorter than the slippage
distance s » ANyj In this case some of the radiation produced will escape
fron the bunch during the transversal of the undulator.
remove radiation from the bunch and avoid saturation.

In this way one can

On the other hand the

bunch must have a large enough density to be In he high gain reglae, so one
can define a region in the paraneter space of the FEL where ASE is «ot
Halted by saturation and the radiation intensity can grow up to the point
where it is proportional to the square of the electron nunber.
This superradlant regime is very exciting not only as an Interesting
aspect of the FEL physics but also because it can provide the capability of
producing very short radiation pulses with large peak power.
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5.

Diffraction affects for high gain PEL
The expression for the gain given in Section 2, Is valid only in the

limit of a one dlstcnsional problea, when the radiation Is described by a
plane wave.
Using sinple geometrical optic*, for an electron beaa of radius "a",
radiation wavelength X, radiation waist w 0 and undulator length L*, we
can expect diffraction effects to be important when

o
In most cases one can assune a » w o and Introduce the Rallelgh range Zy, it a /A. The condition for diffraction to be negligible and the one
dloenslonal theory to be applicable can then be written as
Z

R
r = > 1.

CIO)

For small eaittance beans and long undulator, both needed for high gain,
this conditon can be easily violsted.
This problem has been studied in the papers by Moore4 and by
Scharleoann, Sessler and tfurtele5 presented at thi3 meeting, Thes authors
show that the electron bean can produce a guiding action on the radiation,
sinilar to that provided by an optical fiber. The electron bean has an index
of refraction, n, whose real and inaginary parts are related, In the one
dimensional oodel, to the phase and amplitude derivative of the radiation
field and thus to the bean bunching. The real and imaginary part of the
index of refraction describes refractive guiding when Re(n) > 1, and gain
focusing where I« (n) > 1. For an FEL both terns are present and can play a
dominant role in different conditions.
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A staple and qualitative of describing this effect Is to Introduce an
"effective Ra Heigh range", Z-, larger than the geometrical optics 2L. The
ratio Z R /Z R Is a Mature of the bean guiding action, and is again given by
the FEL parameter p:
2

R / Z R " *" ps w *

One can rewrite the condition (10) substituting

ZL to Z R , as

ftnp -j 5 > 1 .

<12)

w
This condition can be used to estimate the applicability of the one
dimensional model. If (12) Is violated diffraction effects are important and
th-3 gain of the systen is less than that given in the one dinenslonal aodel.
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